YEARLINGS
New Record-Holders Will Strive for Honors This Afternoon in Dual Meet

This afternoon the freshmen will meet the Huntingdon School in one of the last of the indoor meets of the season. There will be everyone on the program; the 30, 400, 500, 100-yard events; hurdles, high jump, and shot put. The meet will be held at 4 o'clock on the indoor track.

In the 40 yard dash Wayne, the holder of the new institute freshman record for this distance, will be the favorite. Bob Carter, who ran a 54.4 in the 100 yard dash meet which both freshmen and Varsity competed, is also a factor in that event. There will be 200 and 400 yard dashes, the hurdles for the freshmen, and a shot put. In both of these events the freshmen will have the advantage of playing on their own track and there is usually good for a few baskets.

Team Works Hard

In view of the rugged performance that the Varsity generated put on in the M. A. C. and Maine games it is very likely that Coach McCarthy will give the team some strenuous workouts during the early part of the week. The fact that their opposition was not very strong may have been the reason for the let-up. By this time all of the team members recovered from their injuries and are back in their usual positions. The men are doing for a while in the Maine. Annie seems to be coming up strongly but there are some who still hope for the freshmen, while Lawton should do well in the hurdles.

Huntingdon Has Stars

For Huntington, Fleury and Doon should do as well in the hurdlers, while Duet is their best man in the 40. In the 100 yard dash both teams have the best chances, and in the 400, Maloney and Joyce are favored. In the 800, Ulick and Basilay will do their best to outstrip the Engineers. As far as the field events go, Huntington has three men that are as good as any in the state. They are: Doon in the shot put, and Katrosh and Furling in the high jump.

Taking the prospects for both teams into account, the most promising to be a close one. Both teams have several features that should be plenty of excitement for the spectators.

Basketants Have Two More Games

New Hampshire and Tufts Should Cause Little Difficulty for Varsity Fire

With the season rapidly drawing to a close, the Cardinal and Gettysburg basketants hopes to come out of the next two weeks with a chance at the championship. The games that the Engineers will encounter Northwestern and. New York U. this Saturday. A week from today the Cardinal and Gettysburg men will choose their season in a game against Tufts to be played before the New England Intercollegiate Association meet.

New Hampshire boasts of a fairly strong team, and the Engineers, playing a good game they should have little trouble in winning the Wabash. However, the New Hampshires
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